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ABSTRACT  

 

We propose that the information access behavior of a group 
of people can be modeled as an information flow issue, in which 
people intentionally or unintentionally influence and inspire each 
other, thus creating an interest in retrieving or getting a specific 
kind of information or product. Information flow models how 
information is propagated in a social network.  It can be a real 
social network where interactions between people reside; it can be, 
moreover, a virtual social network in that people only influence 
each other unintentionally, for instance, through collaborative 
filtering.  We leverage users’ access patterns to model information 
flow and generate effective personalized recommendations. First, 
an early adoption based information flow (EABIF) network 
describes the influential relationships between people.  Second, 
based on the fact that adoption is typically category specific, we 
propose a topic-sensitive EABIF (TEABIF) network, in which 
access patterns are clustered with respect to the categories. Once 
an item has been accessed by early adopters, personalized 
recommendations are achieved by estimating whom the 
information will be propagated to with high probabilities. In our 
experiments with an online document recommendation system, 
the results demonstrate that the EABIF and the TEABIF can 
respectively achieve an improved (precision, recall) of (91.0%, 
87.1%) and (108.5%, 112.8%) compared to traditional 
collaborative filtering, given an early adopter exists.   

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 
[Information Search and Retrieval]: Information Search and 
Retrieval – Information Filtering 

General Terms: Algorithms, experimentation 
Keywords: Information flow, personalized recommendation, 
collaborative filtering  

1. INTRODUCTION 
The quantity of new information a person receives everyday 

usually goes beyond his limited processing capabilities. 
Recommender systems can help users to deal with information 

overload. In particular, recommender systems based on 
Collaborative Filtering (CF), which has been proven to be very 
successful in a variety of domains, try to automate the “word-of-
mouth” process [1]. For example, when we think about whether 
going to see a new movie, we often ask friends with similar movie 
tastes and then we act based on their recommendations. Many 
Internet-based CF systems try to automate this process to a world 
scale. It infers an individual’s interests/preferences from those of 
other people with similar tastes [1]. The system stores the 
preferences and opinions of thousands of users. When a user 
needs a recommendation, the system finds users with a similar 
taste, and uses their opinions to generate a recommendation. 

Various CF algorithms have been designed to identify users of 
similar interests [31]. Nearest Neighborhood [2] is the most typical 
method that computes similarity scores between all pairs of users, 
and the predictions for a given user are generated by weighting 
other users’ ratings proportionally to their similarity to the user. A 
variety of similarity metrics have been tested, including cosine 
distance [3], correlation [4], or mean-squared difference [5].  

Typical recommender environments are dynamic in many 
aspects. Related works on exploring dynamic features include [7, 
27-29]. [27] studies how to learn users' long-term and short-term 
interest categories in a dynamic environment. [28] proposes a 
multidimensional approach to present the temporal and other 
contextual information besides the user and item-rating 
information. [29] adopts forgetting weights to model evolving 
user interests in clickstreams by taking into account the age of 
each user activity/session. In [7], we make recommendations by 
exploiting dynamic nature from both documents’ and users’ 
aspects. In this paper, we propose to handle the dynamic 
recommendation issue as an information flow problem. 

Identifying how information is propagated in a network is 
important in many applications. A social network plays a 
fundamental role as a medium for the spread of information, ideas, 
and influence [10-17]. [17] presents a non-parametric approach by 
identifying early buyers as those consumers who tend to purchase 
products earlier than the other consumers, by making use of a 
graphical representation of purchase data. Their algorithm is 
applied to Amazon.com, providing insights into consumer 
behaviors. [11-13] attempt to model influence among consumers 
and understand how this influence propagates in the networks. 
The problem they addressed is: suppose that we have data on a 
potential network of consumers with estimation of the extent to 
which individuals influence one another, if we are given a new 
product and a marketing budget, how can we maximize the 
adoption of the new product through customers? In addition, trust 
propagation is also one of the active research issues that utilize 
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information flow. Modeling the propagation of the trust scores is a 
fundamental building block in many of today's most successful e-
commerce and recommendation systems. [8, 18] try to predict trust 
and distrust between any two users based on a trust propagation 
model. Information propagation through blog space was also 
recently studied [19]. In this paper, we use the terms “information 
propagation” and “information flow” interchangeably to represent 
the same concept. 

In Rogers’ “Diffusion of Innovation” [6], the adoption curve 
classifies adopters of innovations into five categories based on the 
idea that certain individuals are inevitably more open to adoption than 
others in a social network. The innovation can be an idea, a practice, 
or an object. The five adopter categories, (1) innovators, (2) early 
adopters, (3) early majority, (4) late majority, and (5) laggards, follow 
a standard deviation curve. Innovators adopt the innovation at the 
beginning (2.5%); early adopters make up for 13.5% a short time 
later; the early majority is 34%; the late majority is 34%; and finally 
the laggards make up for 16%. It is also referred to as the Multi-Step 
Flow Theory or Diffusion of Innovations Theory.  

In this paper, instead of posing the typical CF question: how 
will a user X like an item Y? We view the problem from another 
perspective by asking the question: given that a user X acts on an 
item Y who will then be more likely to act on the item Y? The fact 
that two users access or purchase the same item sequentially is 
modeled as an information flow process: the information is flowing 
from early adopters to late adopters. We do not explicitly explore 
how the early adopter influences the late adopter. There may be 
existing social network connections between these two users. Or, 
these two persons may have habits of watching the same TV 
channel, one in the morning and one in the evening, showing the 
same advertisement. We consider, as long as there are consistent 
time-based user access patterns, then the appearance of the early 
adopter accesses an item indicates his late adopter is very likely to 
access soon. On the other hand, the early adopter may not be 
interested in the items that the late adopter accesses. This time-
factor was not previously addressed by collaborative filtering 
recommendation methods.  

To model information flow, first of all, we construct a 
weighted directed network, which we call Early Adoption Based 
Information Flow (EABIF) network, based on pair-wise 
comparisons to describe how likely each user make adoptions 
earlier than the other user. Then we propose to model information 
flow behavior of a node by using ergodic Markov chains, in which 
all states are reachable from all other states (i.e., all states 
communicate), so that the convergence is guaranteed. Furthermore, 
considering that adoption is typically category- specific, we 
proposed a topic-sensitive early adoption based information flow 
(TEABIF) network. Personalized recommendation is exploited as 
an application, which addresses the question of “if one user or 
multiple users access an item, who else will likely follow these 
early adopters and access this item next?” In a social network, this 
process is similar to when one node is triggered, then subsequently 
which other nodes in the network will also be triggered. Figure 1 
illustrates the overall structure of our proposed personalized 
recommendation driven by information flow scheme.  

The major contributions of this paper are as follows: 
1) Leverage time- and relation-based users adoption 
patterns for personalized recommendation  
2) Propose topic-sensitive model based on the observation 
that adoption is typically category specific 

3) Propose three information propagation models based on 
ergodic Markov chains to guarantee convergence 

Dataset EABIF 
Information 
Propagation 
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Application:
Personalized 

Recommendation
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Figure 1: An overview of the personalized recommendation 
driven by information flow scheme through either EABIF or 
TEABIF 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  In Section 2, we 
present our information flow networks including EABIF and 
TEABIF. In Section 3, we propose the information propagation 
models. In Section 4, we show the experimental results of the 
proposed personalized recommendation methods, comparing to 
those using collaborative filtering. Finally, conclusions and future 
work are addressed in Section 5. 

2. INFORMATION FLOW NETWORK 
Market research has shown that users exhibit a variety of 

different adoption behaviors; specifically, some tend to adopt items 
earlier than the others. In this section, we describe our information 
flow networks including EABIF and TEABIF to model users’ 
adoption patterns. 

2.1 Intuition 
We first give an intuitive description of how leveraging users’ 

adoption patterns will help for recommendations. In the example of 
Figure 2, there are three users in the universe: u, v, and r. From the 
historical data, we learn that User u and User v have accessed 40 
items in common; also, User u and User r also have accessed 40 
items in common. Thus the cosine similarities between u and v, and 
u and r are the same, based on their previous accessing behaviors. 
When u adopts an item D, then a Collaborative Filtering method 
based on Cosine Similarity will equally recommend this item D to r 
and v. Similarly, when r or v accessed an item, this item will also be 
recommended to u with an equal weight. However, if we compare 
their adoption timestamps, among 40 items, u accessed 10 of them 
earlier than v, and 30 times of them later than v. On the other side, u 
accessed 30 of them earlier than r, and 10 times later than v. These 
two types of adoption patterns are quite different, which basically 
tells us that the information “flows” from u to r is more likely than 
from u to v.  

u v
10

30

r

1030

u v
10

30

r

1030

 
Figure 2: An illustration of how adoption patterns affect the 
recommendations  

Assume we have a social network for the early-late adoption 
patterns. This network describes how likely the information will 
flow from one user to another. Imagine an example in Figure 3; 
User u adopts information in the initial state. We assume this 
information can be transferred to the other nodes in the network 
through multiple possible paths. Given the propagation probability 
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of each path, it is possible to get the final information receiving 
probabilities of the nodes (as illustrated as the bars in Figure 3.) 

u

r2r1

v

u

r2r1

v  
(a) Initial state                    (b) Final state 

Figure 3: An illustration of information flow 
Note that, in the recommendation process, we care more on the 

rank of the users who are more likely to adopt an item after u, rather 
than the exact probabilities that these users will adopt. In this paper, 
we make an assumption that the information flow is similar to the 
water flow, in which information is not duplicated through 
propagation. Imposing this assumption seems to be artificial. 
However, it provides an ergodic Markov chain property that 
guarantees convergence and simplifies the calculation of final-state 
probabilities, while keeping the rank of users. Thus, the system can 
be implemented and executed efficiently.   

2.2 Early Adoption based Information Flow 
Network 

In this subsection, first we propose an early adoption matrix to 
represent the adoption patterns. Then we generate an early adoption 
based information flow network as a Markov chain for personalized 
recommendation. 

2.2.1 Early Adoption Matrix 
Assume we have N users and M items. Given the detailed log 

information of each user, including the timestamp of each adoption, 
for each pair of users, we compare their timestamps of adopting the 
same items, and record how many items one user adopts earlier than 
the other into an early adoption matrix (Figure 4). Then, we 
represent this matrix using a weighted directed graph ( ),G n l , 
where each node n corresponds to a user and l represents the non-
negative weight on each edge. We have an edge with weight ,u vl if 

among the items that u and v accessed in common, ,u vl of these 
items were accessed by u earlier than v.  
 

0…300User N

……………

18…027User 2

8…100User 1

User N…User 2User 1

0…300User N

……………

18…027User 2

8…100User 1

User N…User 2User 1

 
Figure 4: Adoption matrix: the value in each unit represents 
how many items user (in rows) accessed earlier than user (in 
columns) 

For ease of description, we represent a missing edge from u to 
v as an edge with zero weight. An edge ( ),u v  with , 0u vl = means 
that among the common items that u and v adopt, u always adopts 
them later than v. Note that for any u and v, the sum of ,u vl and 

,v ul equals the total number of items adopted by u and v. A large 

value of ,u vl relative to ,v ul indicates that in most cases, User u 
adopts the items earlier than User v. 

2.2.2 Transition Probability 
Markov Chain-based models have been proven successful in 

social networks analysis ([20]) and web search ([21-23], [25]). The 
PageRank algorithm computes the importance scores of web pages 
through a stochastic ergodic  Markov transition matrix which is 
constructed from all hyperlinks between web pages. In this paper, 
we model the adoption graph as an ergodic  Markov chain with 
primitive transition probability matrix as PageRank does [23, 25] to 
guarantee the convergence of the power of the matrix. 

To study the early/late adoption relationship between users, 
regarding an item, we define each user can be either active (adopted 
the item) or inactive (have not adopted the item). For active mode, 
we define a consequential mode according to the time they make 
the adoptions. If User u initiates the adoption behavior, his/her 
mode is active, User v follows u to access the same item, then 
his/her mode is active after u (afv). 

According to the Bayesian rule: 

 ( ) ( )
( )

,

,

,
|

,
u vu

u
u r v

r r

lP v af u a
P v af u a

P r af u a l
= =

= = = =
= =∑ ∑

 (1) 

where ( )|uP v af u a= = represents the probability that given u 
obtains the information, how likely v will adopt the information 
after u among all the users. Then the normalized probability serves 
as the transition probability in a Markov chain F , with 

( ), |u v uF P v af u a= = = as the transition probability of information 
flowing from u to v. 

2.2.3 Adjustment 
When a Markov chain is ergodic, the stationary distribution of 

its Markov matrix is guaranteed to exist. To achieve this ergodic 
Markov chain, the first problem of solely using the adoption 
patterns to generate the transition probability matrix is that some 
rows of the matrix contain all zeroes. This occurs whenever one 
user did not adopt any items earlier than the others. Thus, F is not 
stochastic. A matrix F is stochastic if all ,u vF  are non-negative 

and , 1u v
v

F =∑ . The nodes which do not satisfy , 1u v
v

F =∑ are 

called dangling nodes. Similar to what PageRank does [23,25], we 

apply the remedy to replace all zero rows, 0T with 1 Te
N

, where 

Te is the row vector of all ones. The revised transition probability 
matrix called F is 

 
( ) ,

,

|        if 0

1                                      else

u u v
v

u v

P v af u a F

F

N

⎧ = = ≠
⎪

= ⎨
⎪
⎩

∑
     (2) 

Another adjustment to make a Markov chain ergodic is to 
consider the transition probability matrix as a primitive matrix: 

 ( )1 Tee Nα α= + −F F                  (3) 

This convex combination of the stochastic matrix and a 
stochastic perturbation matrix Tee  insures that F is both stochastic 
and irreducible. Every node is now directly connected to every 
other node, making the chain irreducible by definition. Although the 
transition probability may be very small in some cases, it is always 
nonzero. The irreducibility adjustment also ensures that F is 
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primitive, which implies that when n is large ( )nF will converge to 
the stationary distribution. By this definition, F is constructed as a 
primitive stochastic matrix to model the probabilities of information 
moving from one node to another. In our experiments, we found 
that the results are insensitive to the value of α  and set 0.5α = . 
We call this generated irreducible Markov chain with F  as the 
transition probability matrix is called Early Adoption Based 
Information Flow (EABIF) Network. 

2.3 Topic-Sensitive Early Adoption based 
Information Flow Network  

People have different behavior patterns regarding to different 
categories or topics; an early adopter of fashion may not be an early 
adopter of technology. We have utilized people’s different social 
networks regarding different topics through emails in [9] to model 
and predict human activities. In this paper we will follow the same 
intuition to generate the topic-sensitive information flow networks 
for recommendations. Here we consider items as documents for 
topic analysis. The basic idea is that people may tend to get 
information of certain topics earlier than others, while for some 
other topics, they may be not so eager to obtain that. Thus to get the 
more consistent early/late behavior patterns, we cluster documents 
into latent topics and then build the networks based on how likely 
one user accesses the documents regarding to a certain topic earlier 
or later than the other users.  

We adopted Latent Dirichlet Allocation [26] to generate the 
topics. Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a well-defined probabilistic 
generative model, which can be generalized easily to new 
documents. And, the number of parameters does not grow with the 
size of the training corpus. Thus, it is not prone to overfitting. Given 
T topics (T is determined by using cross-validation), the probability 
of the ith word in a given document is formularized as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

|
T

i i i i
j

P w P w z j P z j
=

= = =∑  (4) 

where iz is a latent variable indicating the topic from which the ith 
word was drawn, and ( )|i iP w z j=  is the probability of the word 

iw under the jth topic. ( )iP z j= gives the probability of choosing a 
word from topics j in the current document, which varies across 
different documents. Gibbs sampling [30] is applied to 
estimate ( )w

jφ , the probability of using word w in topic j, and ( )d
jθ , 

the probability of topic j in document d [16].  
After the topics are generated, each document is clustered into 

a cluster j with a probability ( )d
jθ with ( )

1
1

T
d

j
j
θ

=

=∑ . Then for each 

cluster (topic), a topic adoption matrix as well as a weighted 
directed graph are generated for all users. If User u accesses a 
document earlier than User v, and this document is clustered into 
Topic j with a probability of ( )d

jθ , then this early adoption will 

contribute ( )d
jθ to the unit ( ),u v  in the topic adoption matrix as 

well as the weight from u to v in the weighted graph. Then these T 
weighted networks, with each one corresponding to a topic are used 
to generate Markov chains with a primitive stochastic matrix as the 
transition probability matrix iF is constructed for each topic i. These 

Markov chains are called Topic-Sensitive Early Adoption Based 
Information Flow Network (TEABIF). 

3. INFORMATION PROPAGATION 
MODELS 

After we construct the information flow networks, the current 
problem is: how to model the information propagation through the 
network?  

We first give an intuitive description of an information 
propagation step (Figure 5). In our information flow networks, the 
pairwise adoption patterns between users are known. By one step 
calculation, people with highest transition probability from the 
current user will be ranked as the most likely follower among all the 
users. However, if we consider how information flows, it is possible 
that User u obtains the information and spreads it to User v directly, 
or the information goes through User 1r  to User v, or User 2r , 

User 3r  to User v, or other paths. Different from the traditional 
collaborative filtering technique which is solely based on pairwise 
similarity, our information flow driven recommendation scheme 
utilizes how information propagates through multiple steps and 
paths to rank how likely users adopt the information.  

 

u v

r1

r2 r3…

u v

r1

r2 r3

u v

r1

r2 r3…
 

Figure 5: Information flows through multiple paths 

In the following we analyze how information flows through 
multiple steps and multiple paths. 
1. The transition probability of the information flowing from u 

to v among all the users in one step is ( )|uP v af u a= = , 
which is the transition probability from u to v, in our 
information flow networks.  

2. The transition probability of the information flowing from u 
to v through two steps is ( ) ( )| |u r

r
P r af u a P v af r a= = = =∑ .  

3. The transition probability of more steps has similar forms. 

Assume kp being a distribution with 1k
k

p =∑  to be used for 

describing how likely each type of paths contributes to the overall 
information flow. Then the overall information flow (if) probability 
that the information will propagate from u to v among all users is 
equal to: 

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )1

1 1

1

2

1 1 1
...

| |

| |

| | )
K

K

if u u

u r
r

K u r K
r r

P v af u a p P v af u a

p P r af u a P v af r a

p P r af u a P v af r a
−

−

− −

= = = ⋅ = =

+ ⋅ = = = = +

+ ⋅ = = = =

∑

∑∑∑

L

L

 (5) 

where K is the maximum value of propagation steps. 
In this paper, we propose three ways to calculate this 

probability. 
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1. Summation of various propagation steps 
By equally considering various propagation steps, i.e., kp is a 

uniform distribution, Eq. (5) can be calculated as:  

 ( )
( ) ( )( )2 m

if m m= + + +F F F FK  (6) 

where m is the number of propagation steps. When m = 1, 

( )if m =F F is a special case of Eq. (6) which only considers the 

pairwise relationship. 

2. Direct summation for 1m N= − , and N →∞  
Considering kp being a uniform distribution and the maximum 

propagation steps in the network with N users being ( 1N − ), Eq. (5) 
is equal to  

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )2 1
( 1) 1N

if N N−
− = + + + −F F F FK  (7) 

which can be calculated as 

 
( )( )1

( 1)
1

1

N

if N N

−

−

⋅ −
= ⋅

−−

F I F
F

I F
 (8) 

where I is a N N× unit matrix.  

Assume the eigenvalues of matrix F  be 1 2, , , Nλ λ λL , 

 ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

( )

( )

1

1 1 12

N

N
NN N

N
N

λ

λ

λ

− − −

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤= = = ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

F UΛU UΛ U U U
L

(9) 

As we mentioned in section 2.2.3, F  is a primitive stochastic 
matrix, which has only one eigenvalue on the unit circle, all other 
eigenvalues have modulus strictly less than one [24]: 

1 21 Nλ λ λ= > > >L . When the number of users in the network (N) 

is large (> 100), ( ) 0N
iλ ≈  for these 1iλ < . This means that the 

power method applied to a primitive stochastic matrix F  is 
guaranteed to converge to the unique dominant eigenvector–the 
stationary distribution. As a result, there is no issue with 
convergence of the ranking vector, and any positive probability 
vector can be used to start the iterative process. Further, the 
convergence rate of the method is determined by the magnitude of 
the subdominant eigenvalue of the transition rate matrix. Thus, we 
have  

 ( ) 1

1
0

...
0

N −

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

F U U                     (10) 

After ( )NF is calculated by Eq. (10) and insert into Eq. (9), ( 1)if N −F is 

obtained. When N →∞ , ( )
( 1)

N
if N − →F F .  

3. Exponential weighted summation 
Usually short paths are more important for information 

propagation because their direct relationship to the users. Thus, we 
consider assigning less importance to longer paths: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )

2 1

(exp)
1 1 exp
2! 1 !

N

if N
β β β β

−⎛ ⎞
= + + + + ⋅ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

F F F FL L  (11) 

where 1
!N

assigns less importance to longer paths, β  is a parameter 

to control the effects of transitivity, and ( )exp β− is a normalization 

factor. The larger β  is, the longer paths are considered important. 

When β →∞ , ( )
(exp)

N
if →F F .  

As we know,  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 21 1exp
2! 2 !

N

n
β β β β

−

= + + + + +
−

F I F F FL L (12) 

Therefore, we have ( )( ) ( )(exp) exp expif β β= − ⋅ −F F I . By using 

eigenvalue composition, ( )exp βF  can be calculated by 

 ( )
( )

( )

( )

2 1

exp 1
exp

exp

exp N

β
β λ

β

β λ

−

⎡ ⎤⋅
⎢ ⎥⋅⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥

⋅⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

F U U
L

 (13) 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
4.1 Experimental setup 

We describe our proposed scheme using a dataset collected 
from NEC’s “EigyoRyoku 21” (denoted as ER and stands for Sales-
Force in Japanese) system. The ER system is a knowledgebase to 
support sales staffs with registered documents that include articles, 
slides, etc. We collected a sixteen-month period of clickstream log 
files from April 2004 to July 2005 covering more than 30,000 users 
and 30,000 documents. Nine user actions are identified: {"Login", 
"Register_Feedback", "Preview", "Abstract", "Document 
Download", "Search", "Register", "Update", "Delete"}. The 
clickstream log is partitioned into sessions that start with “login” 
and then sequences of user actions. The timestamps of users’ 
actions as well as disclosure of the documents are included in the 
dataset. In this paper, we assume if a user access (including 
"Preview", "Abstract" or "Download") a document, he or she has 
adopted it.  

The dataset is divided into two sets: the training set and the test 
set. The data from April 2004 to April 2005 serve as the training 
data, and the data from May to July 2005 serve as the test data. 
Among more than 30,000 users, approximately 20,000 of them only 
have no more than 10 adoption behaviors during the 16 months. 
That demonstrates the sparseness of the dataset. To exclude casual 
users who had very few activities, we selected 1170 active users 
who adopted more than 50 documents in the training period; and 
more than 10 documents in the test period in our experiments. In 
total, there are 23894 documents involved in this selected dataset. 
201,750 adoption actions were recorded. The average number of 
adoption actions per user is 172, and the average number of actions 
per document is 8. 

In the experiments, we simulate the situation of adoption 
behaviors. There are 586 documents disclosed during the test period 
from May to July 2005. The mean value of the number of users who 
adopted these 586 documents during May to July 2005 is 18. These 
documents were first adopted by one or multiple users – early 
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adopters. Then we predict who else will most likely adopt the 
documents following these early adopters. Hence, instead of 
directly making document recommendations to users, we predict the 
potential adopters of each document. This strategy is suitable for 
online document/product pushing service or advertisement – 
recommending the items to potential customers according to the 
behaviors of early adopters. It can also be transferred to the 
traditional recommendation scenario by estimating how likely one 
user will be interested in the documents and recommending those 
top-ranked documents to him or her.  

To evaluate the accuracy of predictions, we measure the 
precision and recall of the recommendations. Precision represents 
the ability of the system to withhold non-relevant users, which is 
measured as the proportion of recommended users who adopt the 
documents in the test period. Recall represents the ability of the 
algorithm to present all relevant users, which is measured as the 
proportion of the recommended users over all the users who 
adopted the documents in the test period. The values we report here 
are the respective average of the precisions and recalls for these 586 
documents. 

In our experiments, we compare the performance of the 
algorithms as following: 

1. Collaborative Filtering based on Cosine Similarity (baseline) 
2. Early adoption based information flow network with 

information propagation models 
3. Topic sensitive information flow network with information 

propagation models 
Specifically, for information propagation models, we will 

demonstrate the performances of propagation steps (m) from 1 to 
5, direct summation, and exponential weighted summation. 

4.2 Results 
In this subsection, we will first demonstrate the 

recommendation quality of different algorithms when the 
propagation step is one, and then discuss the performances of 
various information propagation models. 

4.2.1 Recommendation Quality 
In each experiment, we trigger an user, i.e., change his or her 

mode from inactive to active, who are the earliest to access a 
particular document, and then predict who else will also access this 
document by comparing the information propagation probabilities.  

Figure 6 (a) and (b) compare the average precision and recall 
of Collaborative Filtering based on Cosine Similarity (labeled by 
CF), early adoption based information flow network (labeled by 
EABIF) and topic-sensitive early adoption based information flow 
network (labeled by TEABIF). The number of propagation steps 
equals to 1, in which only the pairwise information flow is 
considered. The recommendations are achieved by ranking the 
probabilities in the row which corresponds to how information 
flows from this triggered user to the others in the matrix F . 
Comparing to CF, on average, EABIF is 91.0% better and 
TEABIF is 108.5% better in terms of precisions. Comparing to 
EABIF, TEABIF improves 19.2% further. In terms of recalls, on 
average, EABIF is 87.1% better and TEABIF is 112.8% better 
than CF. Comparing to EABIF, TEABIF improves 29.5% further. 

In the second experiment, we trigger users who are among 
the earliest two to access a particular document, and then predict 
whom else will also likely access this document.  Note the  
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Precision Comparison (Number of Triggered Users =
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Recall Comparison (Number of Triggered Users = 2,
Propagation Steps = 1)
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Figure 6: Average Precision and Recall of EABIF and 
TEABIF compared to the Collaborative Filtering  
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precisions and recalls cannot be directly compared to the results in 
the first experiment because the ground truth is different in these 
situations. For instance, there are totally ten users accessing one 
document in the test period, if we trigger one user, the other nine 
users are ground truth for recommendation. However, if we 
trigger two users, the other eight users are the ground truth.  

 By the “word-of-mouth” effects, each user’s tendency to 
become active increases monotonically as more neighbors become 
active. The probability of one user will access the document 
among all the users is the summation of the according 
probabilities in the rows which are corresponding to how 
information flows from the triggered users to this user in the 
matrix F . Then the system recommends by ranking the 
probabilities of all users. 

When two users serve as triggers (Figure 6(c,d)), we obtain 
the similar performance in the first experiment. On average, 
EABIF is 62.2% better than CF, and TEABIF is 72.4% better than 
CF in terms of precision. Comparing to EABIF, TEABIF 
improves 16.4% further. Comparing to CF, on average, EABIF is 
50.2% better, TEABIF is 66.8% better in terms of recall. 
Comparing to EABIF, TEABIF improves 33.1% further. 

4.2.2 Propagation Performance 
We further compare the performance of different propagation 

models, including changing the number of propagation steps from 
1 to 5 (labeled as 1,2, ,5m = K ), direct summation, and 
exponential weighted summation when 1,1.5,2,...,5,8,  and 16β = . 

Figure 7 compares the precision and recall improvement 

comparing to CF, i.e., IF CF

CF

Performance Performance
Performance

− when the 

number of triggered users is one (Figure 7(a,b)) or two (Figure 
7(c,d)). Among all propagation models, when the number of 
triggered users is one (Figure 7(a,b)), TEABIF with exponential 
weighted summation ( 3β = ) achieves the best performance and 
improves 108.5% on precision and 116.9% on recall comparing to 
CF. Using the same propagation model (exponential weighted 
summation ( 3β = )), EABIF improves 91.0% in terms of 
precision, and 95.5% in terms of recall comparing to CF. 
Comparing to the number of propagation steps equals one, EABIF 
improves 25.3%, and TEABIF improves 28.3% in terms of 
precision; EABIF improves 17.1%, and TEABIF improves 9.8% 
in terms of recall.  

When the number of triggered users equals to two, Figure 
7(c,d) compares the precision and recall improvement comparing 
to CF. Among all the propagation models, TEABIF with 
exponential summation with 1β =  achieves the best precision. 
Comparing to CF, EABIF improves 69.1%, and TEABIF 
improves 81.1% in terms of precision; EABIF improves 54.5%, 
and TEABIF improves 69.4% in terms of recall. Comparing to the 
number of propagation steps equals one, EABIF improves 11.1%, 
and TEABIF improves 12.0% on precision; and EABIF improves 
8.6%, TEABIF improves 5.4% on recall.   

In Figure 7, EABIF with direct summation achieves the 
worst performance among all the propagation models we tested. 
However, the performance which TEABIF with direct summation 
achieves is much better than EABIF with direct summation even 
though it is not among the best performances. This phenomenon 
verifies again that users’ adoption patterns are topic sensitive. An 
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Recall Improvement Comparison (Number of triggered
users = 1, Baseline: CF)
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Precision Improvement Comparison (Number of triggered
users = 2, Baseline: CF)
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Recall Improvement Comparison (Number of triggered users
= 2, Baseline: CF)
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Figure 7: Precision and Recall improvement (relative to CF) 
comparison when the number of propagation steps change 
from m=1~5, the direct summation (as “sum”), and the 
exponential weighted summation with the weighting 
parameter 1,1.5,2,...,5,8,  and 16β = . 
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early adopter of one topic is not necessary to be the early adopter 
of another topic. Therefore, long-path propagation is not as 
effective for the topic-independent model – EABIF, as that of 
TEABIF which considers early adoption patterns regarding the 
same topic. The direct summation and exponential weighted 
summation when 8β ≥  have achieved the stationary distribution 
of the Markov chain. 

Among all propagation models we have tested in Figure 7, 
TEABIF with m = 4~5 achieves similar performance to the best 
performance, which can serve as a simpler approximation to the 
more complex models.  

The direct summation and the exponential summation with 
large β of all the paths with different lengths converge to the 
stationary distribution of the Markov chain. Long-path 
propagation is not as effective for the topic-independent model – 
EABIF, as that of TEABIF which considers early adoption 
patterns within the same topic. Overall, short-path propagations 
play more important roles than long-path propagations because 
the direct relationship among the users is more reliable.   

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this paper, we model user’s adoption patterns as an 
information flow network for a recommendation system. By 
comparing the timestamps when users access documents, an early 
adoption based information flow (EABIF) network is proposed. 
Furthermore, observing that adoption is typically category-
specific, we propose a topic-sensitive early adoption based 
information propagation (TEABIF) network, in which users’ 
adoption patterns are clustered regarding the topics of the 
documents they accessed. Three information propagation models 
are proposed to predict how specific information will propagate 
through the network, given known triggers. Thus we proposed a 
novel perspective that a recommendation problem can be 
addressed as: once an item is adopted by one or more users, who 
else in the network will also likely to adopt it. 

In our experiments, comparing to traditional Collaborative 
Filtering, EABIF with one-step propagation prediction improves 
91.0% and 87.1%, and TEABIF with one-step propagation 
prediction improves 108.5% and 112.8% on precision and recall 
respectively. Furthermore, comparing to the one-step propagation 
prediction, EABIF with information propagation models improves 
25.3% and 17.1%, and TEABIF with information propagation 
models improves 28.3% and 9.8% further on precision and recall 
respectively. When more users serve as the triggers, similar 
performance is achieved. In conclusion, the proposed algorithms 
demonstrate effective recommendation results. 

Future work includes extending the model to other domains 
where ratings are discrete and also comparing with the item-item 
recommenders. We will also apply the information flow models 
for modeling topic propagation in blogspace.  
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